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A state air-quality study shows for the last five years that at least two Texas City industries have been 
releasing benzene levels more than three times the acceptable government guidelines.    

Benzene is a known cancer-causing chemical that has been linked to leukemia, according the Galveston 
County Health District.   The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, which is the state 
environmental regulatory agency, completed a five-year study of the air surrounding Texas City plants in 
November.    

Officials tracked the level of benzene and other chemicals for a total of 10 days between August 1995 
and November 2000.   A 9-page interoffice memorandum to TNRCC’s Region 12 director, Leonard 
Spearman, was acquired by the Texas City Sun.  

The summary report shows benzene levels ranged between three and almost six times acceptable 
guidelines.   TNRCC officials took air samples along industry fence lines when conducting the study.   
Officials began to vomit and experience headaches while they collected the benzene samples. At times, 
they had to leave the area until their sickness subsided, the report states.    

Eventually, TNRCC staffers used respiratory gear to protect themselves from the effects.   In April, 
TNRCC released the report to the county health district and shortly thereafter began negotiations with 
the Texas City plants to determine if fines would be implemented.    

"It is a very serious deal," said Virgil Fernandez, TNRCC spokesperson. "It is an ongoing problem and we 
are talking to the companies to try to see if we can come to an agreement to reduce the different air 
contaminants in these areas. Right now we are trying to determine if enforcement action needs to be 
taken."    

Industry disputes TNRCC’s interpretation 

Plant representatives and health district officials said Monday they are not disputing the level of 
benzene that has been tracked, but they are not pleased with inflammatory statements in the study 
regarding the link between benzene and cancer, specifically leukemia.    

"We don't think it needed to be part of the report because it is pure opinion," said Ronny Shultz, 
pollution control director for the county health district. "Regarding the inflammatory statements in the 
report, we have asked for data to support the statements."    

BP, formerly known as BP Amoco or Amoco Oil, is one of the plants that routinely releases high levels of 
benzene at two different sites, the report states.    

The first site is south of BP Chemical and the Marathon refinery, which is northwest of the BP refinery at 
the intersection of Grant Avenue and Fifth Avenue South.   The second site is at the BP Chemical plant 
and at Marathon Ashland Petroleum Corp.   A representative from Marathon Oil was not available late 
Monday afternoon.   



 Jay Brough, director of environmental affairs for BP, said the study was skewed in many ways because 
officials only tested for a few days over the time period.   In response to the study's claims, he said BP 
representatives conducted their own tests. Those tests show the benzene levels are within the 
standards mandated by the company's TNRCC permits and within EPA standards.    

"We don't believe the levels are harmful,” Brough told the Sun. "But they are a concern to TNRCC and 
the community, so we are committed to addressing it."    

Brough said BP is preparing to place controls on certain "sources" but he could not discuss what those 
"sources" were because that is under negotiation with the TNRCC.   However, the TNRCC study states 
that the separator at BP Chemical is uncovered and “significant emissions of some chemicals could occur 
when the unit receives new liquid."   

The study later states that on Nov. 6 “uncontrolled volatilization was occurring."      

Perspective on long-term effects are unknown 

All parties agree that the study lacks a perspective on the long-term effects of the benzene levels in 
Texas City.   In the study, TNRCC officials state that the air monitoring equipment is not located near 
enough to the benzene sites to determine how often the chemical is in the air at neighborhoods nearest 
to the sites in question.   The air-monitoring equipment is between half and one mile away from the 
area tested, the study states.    

"We don't know the level in the community because they only tested at the fence line," said Dr. Ralph 
Morris, head of the county health district.    

TNRCC agrees that Texas City needs long-term studies to determine the effects of benzene on residents. 
No such studies have been conducted.   

 "We, therefore, are not able to completely evaluate the magnitude of the increased risks," the study 
states.   Also, Shultz and Brough said the screening levels leave an unclear perception of how the 
community might be at risk.    

The study reflects parts per billion as  opposed to parts per million, which Brough  and Shultz said in 
laymen's terms means  that the amount of benzene in the air  could appear less if a different  
measurement was used.   

Furthermore, Shultz said the health district has asked for funds to create a long-term study.   That study 
could be funded from TNRCC penalties assessed to Texas City industry.  Fifty percent of the fines could 
be earmarked to community-based projects, Shultz said.   

In the meantime, TNRCC does not intend to restudy the benzene levels or change the contents of its 
study, said Fernandez of the TNRCC.   "We do not believe that is necessary at this time," he said 
Monday. "The study is complete."    

Lora-Marie Bernard is a Texas City Sun reporter. She can be reached at (409) 945-3441 or by email at 
lora.bernard@texascitysun.com.      


